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FFrraannccee  22  ––  TThhee  SSeeqquueell  
 
“France 2- The Sequel”  was a second attempt at taking Viking Lord to the northern 

French cruising grounds.  Our previous attempt in the anniversary year of the “Flight of The 
Earls” had been dogged by mechanical breakdown and adverse weather.  On that occasion 
we sampled the delights of the Welsh Riviera, finishing up in Milford Haven.  Wales has many 
attractions but it is definitely not France.    

In early spring the Met Office confidently predicted a spectacular summer. However 
other forecasters were being a little more cautious.  Some did however foresee a settled 
period towards the end of May.  Was it too much to hope for?  We had set our departure date 
early in the year on the basis that June tends to be an unsettled month but that the best hope 
of good weather was when school exams started.  As the 29

th
 of May drew closer, the bar 

was rise and forecasts were set on a settled start to June with an east/northeasterly airflow.  
Winds would be light but there was little to hold us back and there was even the chance of a 
spinnaker run. 

 

30 May 

04.30 - Derry Pontoon.      NE 3, Fine & Calm, Ebb ,1022 hPa 

- Slipped off by the stern against a fierce outgoing tide. On board 2 good friends from 
previous trips - John Gray from  Warrenpoint and Philip Burgess from Scotland.  This 
manoeuvre thankfully went as planned and we avoided scrapping along the side of a very 
impressive Swan berthed astern of us.  The breeze freshened from the southeast as we 
exited Lough Foyle and pointed East for the North Channel.  The south easterly breeze 
gave us little advantage as we were without a headsail.  We had tried to set the genoa on 
the furling gear the previous evening but found the travelling car jammed on the lower 
foil*.  Several hours of battering with a hammer had managed to move it less than a 
metre.   It wasn’t for moving and we had to consider our options.  Abandon trip or proceed 
with reduced sail.  Forecast winds were light for most of the week so it looked like we 
would be motoring most of the way.  If sail were needed we had the options of the 
spinnaker, a storm sail or the massive genoa raised with free leading edge.  Not ideal but 
enough to carry on with.    

-  
 

16.38 Maidens to port 1.8NM.      
 COG 141°, SOG 6.1Kn, SE 3, slight, slack, 1024 hPa 

 
 Conditions now settling as we lost the advantage of the flood tide.  The passage 
through the North Channel was turbulent and nasty.  We rounded Fair Head at half flood with 
a freshening SE breeze.  Wind against tide and tidal races combined to produce steep 
confused seas.  We varied course continually as we threaded our way through the smoothest 
bits.  We had timed our passage to make best use of the tidal.  However for future passages 
with wind from the southeast, and a spring tide I would plan to round Fair head closer to slack 
water. 
 

All calm on the 
North Coast. 
Benbane Head, 



31 May 

01.46 St Johns Lighthouse to S 5.5NM     
 COG 201°, SOG 5.6 Kns, E 3, slight, slack, 1026 hPa 

  
 On watch for passage across Newcastle Bay.  An eerie place where the tidal streams 
from the northern and southern sections of the Irish sea meet to produce a stagnant zone.  
However it is a lovely night and it feels good to be underway.  A half moon slowly sinks 
behind St Johns Lighthouse and the immense bulk of the Mournes is just discernible in 
shadow off the Starboard quarter.   A magnificent starry sky is illuminated with frequent 
shooting stars.  Darkness is short and there is a hint of the coming dawn in the sky to the 
North East.    
There is fair amount of traffic on the sea- fishing vessels from the nearby ports of kIlkeel & 
Ardglass, freighters & ferries working the coast.  We have the radar set on watchman mode 
which imposes a rhythm to the watch.  A warning bleep alerts the dozing mind every 10 
minutes and the progress of adjacent vessels can be tracked.   

Things are looking good.  The bar continues to rise and the forecast for settled 
conditions is holding.  The engine throbs on relentlessly and I look forward to a few hours rest 
as a new dawn lightens to the East. 

 
 

14.17 Departing Dun Laoghaire Harbour   

E 0-1, calm,  Flood, 1026 hPa 

 
 Dun Laoghaire was a welcome stopover for lunch and refuelling.  The early summer 
sunshine on a Sunday afternoon had called the fleet to sea.  We motored past sailing yachts, 
motor-boats, dinghies, canoes and boats of every description as we passed through Dalkey 
Sound en route to the Isles of Scilly for our next stop.  

21.11 8NM South of Arklow Bank South Cardinal Mark180°, 

NE 2-3, slight, Ebb, 1025 hPa       
   

 

Leaving the Irish coast- Wicklow Head.

Chart Drift on! A closer approach to

Arklow Bank than intended



 A most excellent dinner of honey roast ham & veggies.   We are clear of the banks 
fringing the Irish coast and heading due south.  Our course will take us to the middle of St 
George’s Channel, avoiding the TSS and approach the Isles of Scilly from the Northwest.  

We had a rather unsettling incident with the chart plotter and a function called “Chart 
Drift”.  Our course should have taken us south of the Arklow Bank SCM and the plotter had us 
well south of the buoy while to the watch it was clear we were about ½ NM north of it and 
heading into very shallow and turbulent water.   There was an abrupt change of direction and 
we got ourselves on the correct side of the Arklow bank.    We pondered the possibilities 
including local anomalies, GPS derogation or attack by aliens.  John finally confessed he had 
activated “Chart Drift” while trying to find a how to centre the boat on the screen.  Chart drift 
was a feature to allow correction for underlying errors in the chart datum.  The manual does 
warn that is should only be activated with extreme caution and that if incorrectly applied it 
could lead to pilotage errors – eg going aground.   So that ended playing about with “Chart 
Drift”.    
 

1/06/09 

01.55   St Georges Channel (Tuskar Rk light bearing 310°,range 13NM) 
     214°, 4.9Kn, NE 2, Flood 1025hPa 

 
 Another fabulous night under a starry sky illuminated with lots of shooting stars.  The 
sea is calm and there are a few vessels around but nothing coming too close.  The engine 
chugs onwards in a slight breeze.  I looked over the stern and traced the Pole Star from The 
Plough.  A reminder that we are heading south and things are looking good for reaching 
France.  The quiet is broken by the splashes of a large school of dolphins frolicking around 
the hull.  I can see their flitting shadows darting in an out.  It’s been a good watch.  I hand 
over to Phil at dawn and take a few hours welcome rest below.  The aft cabin makes a 
comfortable sea berth and sleep is not long coming. 

 

13.07 Celtic Sea, 58NM from Land’s End. 

  180°,6.0Kn, E/NE 2-3, Sea Slight, Vis excellent, 1025Hpa. 

 
Another fine day and the light wind swung to north east- abaft the beam.  There was 

nothing else for it but “going tropo”- Shorts, T-shirts, motor off & spinnaker up.  What could go 
wrong? 

Up went the kite, the engine was given a rest and there was peace & quiet.  We had 

the sea to ourselves, no land in sight, fair conditions were holding and we were in no 
particular hurry as the wind gently pushed us along below the red & white kite.  We sighted a 
cruise ship approaching on a close course from the south and prepared ourselves for their 
unbeatable photo-opportunity.  It was at this point that the fun ended.  The spinnaker pole 

Cruise–ship 
approaching 
for photo-
opportunity 



choose that time to pop out from the sheet and before we could snuff it, the kite had 
thoroughly wrapped itself around the forestay.   I daresay it was a pretty unique photo 
opportunity for the passengers of the cruise ship, as we danced around the foredeck for half 
an hour trying to untangle the spinnaker.  Once unravelled and taken down, it was put away 
and stowed below, for the rest of the trip.  Enough fun, but time to get on with the trip. 

       
 

2/06/09 

01.54 On mooring Hugh Town Harbour, St Mary, Isles of Scilly 

 A glance at the charts for the Isles of Scilly indicates shallows, reefs and many off –
lying dangers.  Most guides recommend an approach in good conditions and in daylight.   Our 
ETA was after nightfall and we considered standing off until daylight.  However conditions 
were favourable, visibility was excellent, and the Northwest approach appeared the most 
straightforward.  We pushed on as the low-lying shadows of the Isles merged into the 
darkness and a speckle of lights nested on the horizon.  Carefully we picked out each mark, 
identifying colours and flashing sequences and kept a careful eye on plotter & depthsounder.   
This was a first reference with fixed points after the chart drift incident and there was still a 
suspicion that the plotter could not be fully trusted.  At one point we had  4 cardinal marks 
form each point of the compass flashing in close proximity in front of us.  It was somewhat 
bewildering and a bit of a challenge.  It was way after our bedtimes and we had to count 
flashes, work out which mark it was and then work out on which side of it we should have 
been on.   
Still the pilotage was spot on and we slipped into sleeping Hugh Town and found a free 
mooring.  A perfect Bushmills moment. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Clockwise L to R: Crowded anchorage

at Hugh Town;  Crew- Phil & John;

View from Hugh Town looking NW

Isles of Scilly



 

3/06/09 

11.35 Departed Hugh Town via St Marys Sound for NW France. 

COG 152°,  5.5 Kn Motor-sailing, SE 1-2, Calm, Flood, 1020HPa 

 
We left the Isles of Scilly well refreshed and in buoyant mood.   We had taken time to 

sample the local produce and were mightily impressed.  After an afternoon with the local ales, 
we were of the united opinion that “Tribute” was a very agreeable offering.  We dined on local 
seafood; scallops and ray wings washed down with a fresh crisp white from the Duchy of 
Cornwall.  Quite delicious.  There is no doubt the Scillies are definitely worth a stopover.   
 Our fortunes were holding as we slipped out through St Marys Sound and into the 
Channel- La Manche.  High pressure was dominating and didn’t look like shifting for some 
time.  Conditions were calm and visibility was excellent.  The engine was ticked off the miles.  
She was running smoothly and we were rather reliant on her.  The gearbox continued to leak 
oil despite having been reconditioned over the winter lay-up.  It required regular top-ups but it 
was nothing too alarming- more messy and annoying.   
 Now that France was a reality we started to plan a landfall.  Brest was our final 
objective but we had time in hand.  A recent article from “Sailing Today” indicated L’Aber-
Wrac’h on the western end of the North coast was a fine spot to end a Channel crossing.  The 
entrance was well marked, the village was accessible at all tides and seafood restaurants 
were in abundance.   

L’Aber-Wrac’h rang our bells.   
 

21.45. 41.5NM from Libenter WCM bearing 136°.                   

COG 135°, Motor-sailing 5.5 Kn, SE 1-2, calm, dusk, Sunset @ 21.20.   
1017 HPa. 

 
 

 
 
 
It would have been best to cross some of the busiest 
shipping lanes in the world in daylight.  So shortly after sunset we found ourselves 
approaching the eastern edge of a Traffic Separation Scheme, which we exited just before 
dawn.  I couldn’t have planned it better myself!   

 We had encountered very little traffic since leaving the Isles of Scilly, but now with 
darkness deepening we were able pick out a procession of white mast head lights on the 
horizon, all heading for the Atlantic.  As we drew closer the 2 whites and a green starboard 
lights indicative of large vessels were identifiable.  With assistance from the radar we picked 
our ship and slipped close behind it’s stern.   We crossed just beyond the eastern edge of the 
TSS.  In this location we were not required to cross the lanes at right angles and yet all the 
shipping maintained the discipline of the TSS.   To the North all vessels passed east to west.  
To the South vessels moved west to east.  In between was 10NM of no-mans land where no 
vessels were encountered.  It was a calm night and the wind died to next to nothing.  
Memories were vivid of a previous unpleasant night off Holyhead, North Wales on our fiest 

Sunset over the Channel 



attempt at France.  On that occasion, with the same crew, Viking Lord’s engine had failed and 
we were without power or wind in the vicinity of shipping lanes.   I sensed anxiously for any 
slip in the motors steady beat or any variation in her note.   The reliable Volvo pushed on 
through and 35NM off the French coast we got our first sight of Phare de Créac’h light on Ile 
D’Ouessant, Frances’ North-western point.   

With the eastbound lane behind us it was time to plan for a landfall.  The Brittany 
coast is reef-strewn nightmare and tidal ranges are extreme.    Still it wasn’t enough to deter a 
resolute crew with a good pilot guide and a chart plotter.  Libentir West Cardinal Mark is the 
key to a successful entry to L’Aber-Wrac’h and its 9 white flashes were a welcome sight at the 
end of Channel crossing.  We motored along the entrance channel with the Sun rising over 
menacing rock pinnacles, past a notable mark named, with Gallic charm, “Le Petit Pot de 
Beurre” (the little pot of butter) and into the sleeping village.  On way in we met a small flotilla 
of yachts heading seaward to take advantage of the south-going stream through the Chenal 
du Four.  This was a reminder that the next days start would be an early one, as that was the 
route onward to Brest.   

 

04/06/09 

 
 
 

 

06.18 – Tied up L’Aber-Wrac’h Marina, France 

France secured at last and nothing else for it but to go in search of a freshly cooked 
baguette. After catching up on some sleep we would take the afternoon and evening to 
savour some of the local culture- beer, apples and seafood. Brittany is not regarded as a wine 
region but there is no difficulty getting hold of some good stuff that is produced not too far 
away.  A Loire Muscadet was an excellent accompaniment to the house speciality- Le Plat Du 
Pêcheur.   This was a delicious combination of  fish, shellfish and various items scrapped off 
the sea bed, all cooked in a creamy sauce and served in a wok – magnificent !!   Scotland 
may have fresh air and scenery but France has something extra to offer the cruising sailor.  

Contented, we dined well and slept soundly. 
 

Sunrise 
over the 
menacing 
coast of 
North 
Brittany- 
L’Aber 
Wrac’h 
approach. 

French dawn after 

channel crossing. 



5/6/09   

06.05 L’Aber-Wrach to Brest via Chenal De Four. 

COG 249°, Motor-sailing 7.3Kn,  ENE 0-1, Calm, Red sky, Ebb, 1008HPa 

 
The Northwest corner of Brittany has a fearsome reputation for strong currents and 

turbulent waters. The bar had dropped and a few clouds hinted at a change to come.  
Nevertheless, fortune still favoured us and we passed the Chenal de Four in benign mood.  
Our tidal calculations proved accurate and we caught the start of the flood to carry us through 
Le Goulet de Brest.  This is the narrow entrance that opens into the Rade de Brest –the 
sheltered open body of water around Brest or what we would call a “Lough”.  Brest is a naval 
town and the port was one of the principle naval bases for German submarines during the last 
World War.   Our journey had started near Lisahalla docks, where the U-boat fleet had 
surrendered at the end of hostilities and now we were finishing up where many of those 
vessels had set out on their last opeartion.   The heavily fortified pens still stand as a reminder 
of past conflict.   

 

  
 
 
 
 
We had a day to explore the Rade and set out on a blustery Saturday to venture up the river 
Aulne.  The guides indicated that the medieval town of Châteaulin was well worth a visit.  
However shortly after entering the river we passed under a road bridge and came across a 
set of overhead pylons which were not marked on our charts on mentioned in the pilot.  They 
looked lower than the bridge.  We pondered the possibility of estimating clearance height by  
measuring elevations with a protractor or measuring distance run by GPS and doubling the 
angle on the bow.  In the end we decided it was better to return to the marina for a social 
evening rather than spend it entwined in a set of high-tension electrical cables.  I still have 
been unable to find reported clearance heights for these pylons.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brest: WWII Sumarine pens;
A modern day submarineretruning

through Le Goulet de Brest



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our trip finished in the Moulin Blanc Marina in Brest.  Viking Lord was 
allotted a berth on the visitors pontoon.  She was secured for our departure 
and left to await my return later in the summer.  It had been a great trip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Around Brest: The old town & Port;

Naval graveyard on River Aulne; Marina



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


